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Nike’s team iguana takes ‘Just do it’ seriously 
By Andy Dworkin 
 
Shifting from track to tracking, Nike has released its latest specialty apparel – 
tiny vests custom-made for the endangered Jamaican iguanas. 
 Nike has built 15 of the rugged garments, complete with a tiny white 
swoosh, to hold radio transmitters that let scientists keep tabs on the 100 or fewer 
lizards living in the wild.  A couple dozen live in zoos. 
 The unusual project was hatched at the Sedgwick County Zoo near 
Wichita, Kan., where herpetologists are working to save the rare iguanas.  The 
zoo keepers’ own attempts at fashion design fell apart amid the belly-scraping 
rigors of lizard life. 
 “A lizard is so low to the ground, it’s really more like developing 
footwear, with an abrasion-resistant underbelly,” Nike spokeswoman Dawn 
Leonetti said. 
 So in 1998, reptile curator Karen Graham called Nike’s All Conditions 
Gear unit in Beaverton, Ore., which makes rugged outdoor wear. 
 “Honestly, I thought that it was an interesting design challenge,” said 
Damon Clegg, the Nike designer who headed team iguana.  “Anybody that got 
involved with it loved it.” 
 A summer intern, Chiwel Lee, drew the initial sketches, which other 
designers massaged.  After months of work, the first vests were sent to Wichita 
for field testing. 
 Zoo keepers suggested a few changes, such as toning down the bright 
yellow and white materials used in the prototypes. 
 “If we use bright colors on them, it turns them into fodder for bigger 
animals,” Clegg said.  “They’d attract things with big teeth.” 
 After about six redesigns, Nike produced the current vest, a demure gray-
blue jacket.  Although the garment looks simple, “it’s actually quite a technical 
piece,” Leonetti said. 
 The vest must grow with the lizards, so it is made to stretch.  Nike used its 
Dri-FIT fabric, which channels moisture from the skin for fast evaporation 
because trapping heat next to the skin could hurt the cold-blooded animals. 
 “It’s similar to what athletes need to keep cool in the sun,” Clegg said. 
 The company is donating the 15 vests.  One of the Sedgwick County Zoo’s 
three iguanas is currently test-wearing a vest.  The other garments will be tested 
in Jamaica.  If they work well, Leonetti said, Nike will make 50 more. 
 Iguanas aren’t the first creatures with scientific clothing accessories, 
however.  For the past year, some horned lizards in south Texas have been 
wearing tiny backpacks designed to carry small radio transmitters.  The program 
is part of a conservation effort sponsored by the Texas Department of Parks and 
Wildlife.  Although only four are part of the current study, up to 20 horned 
lizards were outfitted with the backpacks over the summer. 


